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The Committee Secretary,

BY:

As requested, I attach an electronic version of a submission on behalf of Murray Goulburn Cooperative
Co. Limited (MGC). A faxed version of the submission on MGC letterhead follows.

The submission has been authorized by Mr Paul Kerr, Chief Operating Officer at MGC, who is also
available for testimony to the Committee if required.

Mr Kerr's contact address is

Murray Goulburn Cooperative Co Ltd.,
140 Dawson St
Brunswick, 3056
Victoria

Tel. (03) 9387 6211

Sincerely,

Peter Gallagher
InquitPtyLtd
[t] +61 3 98201653
[f\ +613 98201633
www.petergallagher.com.au

This message is confidential and intended for the use only of the addressee. Its contents are copyright If
you have received this message in error please notify us immediately and delete the message.
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Submission to the Joint Standing Committee on Treaties

Australia-United States Free Trade Agreement

About Murray Goulburn
Murray Goulburn Cooperative is Australia's largest processor of milk and Australia's
largest dairy exporter, accounting for over $1 billion in export sales in the last financial
year — about half of Australia's dairy exports.

With more than 2,200 employees and 3,500 dairy farmer suppliers/shareholders in
Victoria, the southern Riverina and the south east of South Australia, Murray Goulburn
Cooperative plays a leading role in the regional economy as well as in the national dairy
industry.

For over fifty years, the Co-operative has established itself as a significant presence in the
global dairy trade and its exports now account for about nine percent of all dairy sales on
world markets.

Murray Goulburn trades in over 100 countries with substantial and growing sales into the
USA, Mexico, the Middle East, India and Sri Lanka. Its products are known domestically
under the Devondale brand name and MG™ in export markets.

A leading role in trade with United States
Murray Goulburn is by far the largest Australian supplier to the United States market
having worked within the restrictive US quota system and around the edges of the quotas
where possible by means of innovation and market development to grow its share of the
market despite high levels of US protection.

As a leader in the development and adoption of dairy technologies at both the production
and processing level, Murray Goulburn Cooperative has innovated in its product-lines,
product styles, marketing and supply to meet the specific needs of US customers and to
maximise its opportunities to compete in the US market despite some of the highest
barriers anywhere to its entry to the market.

For example, MG has developed and grown opportunities for the sale of non-traditional
cheese styles such as Goya that can enter the US market without quota restriction
(although subject to tariff). It has also developed and improved ultra-filtration technology
for extracting and concentrating advanced milk protein products that are now in strong
demand in US cheese manufacturing (also not subject to restrictive US tariffs).

MG has also worked hard over many years to establish independent alliances in the US
market with US importers and manufacturers who have become established customers for
both quota-controlled and non-quota products including consumer products and dairy
food ingredients produced using exclusive MG technologies.
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Opportunities for expansion
The dairy market access provisions of the Australia-US free trade agreement are very
modest in comparison to the size and growth of US dairy demand. The liberalization of
the highly restrictive quotas will take place very slowly and the over-quota tariff rates
will remain in force throughout the 20 years of implementation. In other words penalty
tariffs for competitive entry beyond the quota volume will continue to prohibit MG from
servicing the demand that we know our customers have for our products.

The agreement represents for the Australian dairy industry, nonetheless, a substantial
reduction in US import barriers, leading to potential sales valued by Dairy Australia at
between $50 and $60 million in the first year of implementation.

Murray Goulburn, as the largest dairying business in Australia, with the largest number
of farmer shareholders and employees of all Australian dairy companies and with the
strongest track record of any firm in innovation, sales and expansion in the US market
looks forward to making the most of the new opportunities.

Quota allocation
Once the Free Trade Agreement is ratified on both sides, the Australian government will
allocate access to the expanded dairy quota in the USA among companies supplying
Australian dairy produce.

In those segments of the market where quotas are combined with punitive out-of-quota
tariff rates, the performance of Australian exports - and therefore the return to the
Australian economy in terms of growth — will depend on prices and the capacity of
firms profitably to fill the available quota.

The return to Australian dairy farmers from the FTA will depend on prices, the
manufacturing efficiency of the firm filling the quota and on the share of Australian
farmers in the firm's returns from export sales.

Support for the Agreement
Murray Goulburn Cooperative strongly supports ratification of this Agreement.
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